Getting the HRBP Model Right
Camden Delta’s Learning Framework Will Get You There
I S YOUR ORGANIZATION STRUGGLING TO GET THE HRBP MODEL “RIGHT.” Or,
have you not even gone down the HRBP path because you are not sure how to get
started? No matter where you may be, one thing is for certain: in today’s constantly
changing business environment, HR leaders must demonstrate business acumen
beyond the traditional HR role.

The HRBP role must take
into account business
strategy and process
management, as well as
the people and cultural
aspects of the organization.
Acting as an internal
management consultant,
the HRBP role straddles a
number of organizational
roles, including employee
advocate, business ally,

The Shifting Role of HR

HR professionals, in addition to a thorough knowledge of HR competencies, must
have a firm understanding of the business and its strategy. With the emergence of
the HRBP role over the past decade, it is imperative that HR teams have a broader
scope of core competencies in order to build strong relationships and effectively
execute on business strategies.

talent manager, change
facilitator and
implementation leader.

Most leaders find a wide variance in the capabilities exhibited in the HRBP professionals
filling these roles. The Camden Delta Learning Framework is specifically designed to help
you upskill your HR team to ensure they are proficient in core business and strategic
HR competencies. Our team of consultants has in-depth experience assisting HR teams
adapt to – and embrace – the HRBP model.

Here’s How Camden Delta Can Help

HR COMPETENCY DEVELOPMENT
• Access to competency library
• Create customized competencies, including levels of proficiency for various roles
ASSESSMENT OF TALENT
• Conduct custom assessments against competency model for incumbents or candidate
• Ability to complete individual assessments or assessment center
INDIVIDUALIZED DEVELOPMENT COACHING
• Create individualized development plans based on assessment
and performance results
• Professional coaching to individuals and teams
SERIES OF PRACTICAL, EXPERIENTIAL-BASED HRBP WORKSHOPS
• Nine modules to choose from based on team’s need
• Expert, facilitated training with clear application
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Camden Delta HRBP Learning Framework
Becoming a Business Team That Specializes in HR
1. KNOWING THE BUSINESS
1.1 What HR needs to know about the business
✔ Business financials and metrics for non-financial professionals
✔ Developing business acumen

5.2 Strategic workforce planning
✔ Operational planning vs. strategic workforce (SWP) planning
✔ SWP framework
✔ Identifying where talent must be better than competition

1.2 Creating shareholder value through people
✔ Measurement techniques to connect people investments
to bottom line

5.3 Maximizing succession management
✔ Succession management framework
✔ Preparing leadership for the next economy

2. BUILDING AN HR STRATEGY
2.1 Building blocks of an HR strategy
✔ Leveraging an HR strategic excellence framework
✔ Understanding the impact of HR strategy on the
HRBP role
2.2 Creating a line of sight
✔ Methodologies to ensure alignment to business strategy
3. INTERNAL CONSULTING SKILLS 101
3.1 Consulting models and application
✔ Consulting questioning framework
✔ Consulting process model
✔ Active listening skills
3.2 Navigating “no”
✔ Influencing skills
✔ Building strong partnerships with the business
✔ Achieving win-win results
3.3 Effective project management
✔ Project initiation
✔ Project planning tools and templates
✔ Risk mitigation framework
4. LEVERAGING ANALYTICS TO IMPROVE DECISION-MAKING
4.1 Utilizing scorecards and analytics effectively
✔ Getting to the right business questions
✔ Effective diagnosis of business challenges
✔ Understanding the spectrum of data resources
4.2 Moving data insights to action
✔ Importance of measuring prioritization and impact
✔ Frameworks to effectively evaluate alternatives
5. ESSENTIALS OF TALENT MANAGEMENT AND
ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN
5.1 Strategic talent acquisition
✔ Ensuring a positive candidate experience
✔ Foundations of strategic sourcing

Ready to Get Started?

5.4 Recognizing the power of diversity
✔ Exploring the power of cultural diversity
✔ Driving multicultural team effectiveness
5.5 Organizational design essentials
✔ Evaluating business readiness
✔ Pros/cons of business structure designs
✔ Planning for a successful implementation
6. LEVERS THAT DEFINE YOUR EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE
6.1 Methodology to define your value proposition
✔ Mapping your competitive position
✔ Articulating your value proposition to the market
6.2 Aligning key HR measures for impact
✔ Rethinking performance management
✔ Aligning total rewards to your value proposition
✔ Building a learning and development culture
7. SO YOU THINK YOU CAN COACH
7.1 Effective coaching conversations
✔ Using a consistent coaching framework
✔ Evaluation of self against coaching competencies
7.2 Managing coaching relationships
✔ What you may encounter in different coaching situations
8. CHANGE IS THE ONLY CONSTANT
8.1 Managing and leading change
✔ Fundamentals of change – organizational and individual
✔ Coaching others to lead during change
8.2 HR role during complex change events (ex: M&A)
✔ Conducting due diligence
✔ Establishing “Day 1” and “Day 100” plans
9. LEADING AND MANAGING HR
9.1 Determining optimal structure
✔ HR org designs
✔ Aligning your structure to your strategy
9.2 HRBP competency development and assessment
✔ Outcomes-based HRBP role

We recognize that each organization’s strategy, culture and talent needs are unique and will take the time to get to
know your business and will tailor our approach to help you get where you want to go. To learn more about how
Camden Delta can help your HR team become business leaders, contact Glen Kallas at 404.460.8200.

